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STUDENT ACTIVITIES CLUSTER 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 

1:00 PM – 3:00 PM 

Lake Worth, Conference Room B 

 

Minutes 
 

Attendance:  Angela Allen, Earl Bryant, Mareta Iosia-Sizemore 

 

ITEM 1  Campus Updates 

 

Discussion: Earl opened the campus update discussion by informing us that he is planning for 

the Summer Youth College, which he organizes and supervises.  He also 

mentioned that Save Our Sons had a speaker at Belle Glade on April 14, 2011 

with 16 students in attendance, representing three of the campuses. Belle Glade 

hosted its award program on April 20 in the Dolly Hand Theatre.  Earl had a very 

busy month with events such as Earth Day, Pajama Party, and many other 

novelties before exams. 

   

 Angela’s report for the Eissey campus included the ribbon cutting for their new 

amphitheater, the Relay for Life, Earth Day, Skin Cancer Awareness and that 

Eissey’s awards will be a breakfast on April 29
th

.  Note: Eissey’s Relay for Life 

was the only relay to be held on a Palm Beach State College campus overnight.   

 Angela inquired if Belle Glade still had an SGA because her students heard it was 

dissolved.  Earl expressed that Belle Glade’s SGA is strong and thriving.  Earl and 

Angela discussed the future of Save Our Sons on the Eissey campus.  Lastly, 

Angela asked if a retreat could be held for incoming SGA officers and if anyone 

would be interested in having a retreat. 

  

Data source: N/A 

 

Action: Angela and Earl will work closely together to pick a date for Earl to come to 

Eissey to discuss Save Our Sons.  Mareta will check with FJCCSGA planner, 

Doug, to find out if Palm Beach State can come up a day early to host SGA 

training. 
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ITEM 2 District Update 

 

Discussion:   Mareta shared that each coordinator should have received his/her CSL Closing 

Ceremony invitation in the mail.  She told the group that ELC approved the 

student activities budget, and she is now waiting for an appointment with Dr. 

Gallon.  She gave the coordinators a reminder to send out the survey to all their 

club advisors and/or active students. 

 

Data source: N/A   

   

Action: Mareta will resend the survey link to all of the coordinators 

 

ITEM 3  Scholarships 

 

Discussion: Angela asked for clarification on how to award SGA scholarships.  Originally, the 

Eissey campus had a practice to award students who work and our SGA members 

or officers.  Mareta explained that the philosophy had changed in the summer of 

2010 since it was hard to separate when a student is working and performing SGA 

duties.  Mareta informed the group that Terri Breland in Financial Aid suggested 

the group use the rule of thumb: “if a student is paying out-of-state fees, they 

should red flag that they might not be eligible for scholarships” or “if they are 

non-degree seeking.”  Both criteria need to be investigated prior to sending her 

names for scholarship awards. 

 

Data Source: N/A 

 

Action: Mareta will confirm with the VP of Finance and VP of Student Services and 

Enrollment Management that students working in Student Activities should not 

receive scholarship dollars as well. 

 

ITEM 4  Summer Retreat for Policy Manual 

 

Discussion: The group agreed that a retreat to finalize the policy manual should happen in 

June.  The Lankler House was considered; but, due to the lack of internet, the 

group decided to meet at the Eissey campus. 

 

Data Source:  N/A   

 

Action: Mareta will contact Sue Levine and reserve BB /316 for June 7, 2011 

 

ITEM 5 Distribution of Materials 

 

Discussion: Mareta provided a copy of the two types of Distribution of Materials Guidelines.  

One is for current student use and the other is for non-student use.  Mareta 

emphasized that under no circumstances can Student Activities relocate a group if 
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they have been assigned a Public Forum location.  Mareta shared that each form 

was located on the College webpage. 

 

Data Source: Use of Public Forums and/or Distribution of Materials Guidelines for Student 

and Student Clubs and Organizations; 

 Request by Students and Student Clubs and Organizations to Use Public Forum 

Areas and /or Distribute Materials; 

 Distribution of Materials Guidelines for Off-Campus Organizations 

 

Action: N/A 

 

ITEM 6  End-of-the Year Orders 

 

Discussion: Mareta wanted ideas as to what type of items would the coordinators be interested 

in ordering if funds were available at the end of the term.  Their top selections 

were towels, shirts, caps, USB drives, and stuffed panthers.  The group discussed 

hosting a “Name our Panther Contest” in the fall to connect the stuffed animal 

giveaway. 

 

Data Source:  N/A    

 

Action: Mareta will check with CRM about the perimeters for hosting the contest. 

 

ITEM 7  Other 

 

Discussion:  Earl asked how other campuses document time for club advisors when traveling.  

Angela responded that is recorded as the 24/7 rule unless any of the time is during 

that person’s regular work hours. 

 

Data Source: N/A   

 

Action: Mareta will check with Human Resources if there is a set guideline for reporting 

hours when advisors travel with students. 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 


